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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



Utah’s visitor volume suffers loss due to COVID but to a lesser 

extent than the U.S. overall
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Proximity influences travel—where visitors come from and where they go

▪

▪



Tourism generates revenue for Utah

Ratio:
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Most travelers visit Utah for leisure, drive, and stay overnight—

with many enjoying Utah’s abundant outdoor features
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Distance impacts Utah visitors timing of travel decisions and 

the sources they use when planning travel

• •



Niche activities motivate travel and generate spend

• •



• •

Utah sends leisure visitors home happy, which strengthens 

visitors' desire to return



Travel intention increases for Utah and nearby competitors

• •



DETAILED RESULTS



SHARE OF VISITORS



Utah welcomed an estimated 16.9 million visitors in CY 2020

▪

▪



SOURCE MARKETS

& TRIP TYPES



Proximity influences travel, with nearby and border states as well as 

their respective cities continuing to dominate out-of-state source markets 



Overnight trips continue to be the most common trip type, particularly 

among Utah’s out-of-state visitors



TRIP TIMING & 

PLANNING



Travel decisions shorten but distance still impacts timing



Distance still impacts timing

▪



Most travelers rely on their own experience to plan travel but 

advice from people they know remains important



Leisure travelers from outside the state visitors rely on a 

greater variety of external sources



TRIP CHARACTERISTICS



Travel for outdoor recreation expands, while travel for visiting 

friends and relatives weakens, compared to the previous year



Proximity influences how travelers get to Utah



Leisure travelers visiting from out-of-state stay longer in Utah 

on average than in-state visitors



Family travel to and within Utah weakens, particularly among 

in-state visitors



Utah visitors spent slightly less than the previous year



Utah residents spent more on leisure travel within the state, 

while out-of-state residents spent less



Utah visitors participate more in outdoor and nature activities 

than overall U.S. domestic travelers



Outdoor activity participation surges among visitors to Utah



Utah’s in-state and out-of-state visitors enjoy different activities



NICHE VACATION

MOTIVATIONS



Niche activities can be leveraged to motivate travel to Utah
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Travelers motivated to visit Utah for niche activities provide 

value and contribute to total spending in the state

▪



TRIP SATISFACTION

& TRAVEL INTENT



Utah visitor satisfaction improves after several years of lower 

net positive ratings 



Leisure travel intent to visit Utah surges among travelers



DEMOGRAPHICS



Utah visitors tend to be younger and have a higher household 
income than U.S. domestic travelers



Ethnic diversity increase among visitors to Utah



COMPETITIVE

ENVIRONMENT



Utah trails nearly all regional competitor states in terms of the 

average amount visitors spend



Length of stay among Utah’s overnight visitors is relatively 

similar to most neighbor states



Utah continues to host larger travel parties, on average than 

nearby states, despite a reduction in the proportion of family 

travel parties 



Utah performs well among competitors in terms of leisure trip 

satisfaction, with increased satisfaction among both in-state 

and out-of-state visitors



Salt Lake City continues to be Utah’s top destination, but the 

popularity of Utah destinations differs between in-state and 

out-of-state visitors



Utah maintains its strong repeat visitor base, while observing 

an increase in its proportion of first-time visitors



Leisure travel intent to visit Utah and all nearby competitor 

states increases



Utah visitors tend to have a higher average income than 
competitor states



METHODOLOGY

& GLOSSARY



TravelTrakAmerica Syndicated Research



Sample



Glossary



TravelTrakAmerica Client Service Team
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